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Synaesthesia. 

/ˌsɪnɪsˈθiːzɪə/

noun: synaesthesia
The production of a sense impression relating to one sense or part of the 
body by stimulation of another sense or part of the body.
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Imagine, for a moment, that everything you see, has a sound. 
Look around you. Try to imagine what the objects around you 
might sound like.... 

...

Imagine a large cube, you might imagine it have a constant 
rhythm. Maybe it has a sound like heavy bass, almost a 
thudding sound... 

...

Imagine, for a moment, that you can hear colours. If our cube 
was yellow, perhaps our rhythm remains constant but our 
instrument changes to something more like yellow, maybe 
like a cymbal?

...

What if we could harness the principals of synaesthesia to 
give people a deeper connection to art? What if we could 
enhance a persons experience, using sound, taste or texture? 
For some people, this might even gift them their first glimpse 
of a world they cannot see.
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Open using Adobe Acrobat and click to play sound.*
The layering of senses allows numerous experiences. You could purely see the object. You may close your 
eyes, and imagine what might be happening in front of you, or mix the two senses to create a blend of the 
experiences. We can craft a new way to experience the art via synaesthesia. 

*Concept Demonstration - not accurate to how the object might be translated to sound.

Two simple examples
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This proposal is to add sensual layers to museums. Let’s empower people to 
experience art in new ways, using technology to enhance the pieces, not replace 
them. By using technology in this way, we are not creating new art, we are creating a 
new means to experience existing art.

The museum of the future is not one created in Virtual Reality... We crave real 
experiences more and more with every generation. The museums of the future are 
those that can use digital media to connect with us physically, and emotionally, in 
ways we could never have imagined.

The side effect to this proposal is that we will simultaneously create a new, inclusive 
way to experience art. Rather than tedious Audio Tours, we can craft a way for 
everyone to have a new experience, not a brilliant sensory experience for one 
demographic, and different standard for the rest.  
 
Whether someone is able to see the art or not, the synaesthesia should not be a 
description but an interpretation of feeling. “...they do not tell, they do not describe, 
but they evoke.” - Museo Marino Marini

We could craft the most appropriate sensual layer for the art piece or environment. 
For example, one space may be applicable for vibrations, another for sound, another 
for textural pieces or accompanying taste. Each must be crafted to enhance a persons 
experience and engage their imagination to enjoy the piece.

 “As in love, in art we cannot explain everything, certain parts remain in the bright 
shadow of the mystery.”
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So what do you want to do? 

And how do you want to do it? 

What is the experience?

As this proposal has such immense depth, three individual 
creative routes under the theme of Synaesthesia are suggested 

over the next few pages which focus on one sensual trigger 
each to simplify the proposal.

The ideal outcome would be to craft a synaesthesia experience 
throughout a museum using a blend of sensual triggers when 
appropriate. For example, it may be appropriate to trigger taste 

in one room, while texture is triggered in another. 
OR 

We could highlight a different sensual experience every few 
months, changing the museum experience and encouraging 

people to re-visit the space.
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Use technology to create a Soundscape which supports and enhances the art in 
a large space. Typically the art within a single space will adhere to a theme or a 

common artist. With each piece of art generating a sound, as you move closer to a 
piece, it will become naturally louder, allowing you to experience the sounds of each 

piece as you move through the Soundscape. You will be able to literally hear paintings 
and sculptures in an artistic, emotional context. The sounds of each piece may 

compliment or clash, depending on the feeling of the art itself.

Creative Route 01: Artistic Soundscapes



Creative Route 02: Good Vibrations

Create a distinct vibration pattern for each piece of art. This can then be experienced 
by the visitor in a number of ways, from a vibrating platform on which a person may 

stand to utilising the haptic engines in modern smartphones. Through the vibrations 
and stimuli a person can build a picture of the art in their mind. As examples, imagine 

feeling a horses hoofs on the ground or the smooth feeling of a calm sea.
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Creative Route 03: The feel of light

Use colour changing lighting sequences to enhance an experience of art. We can use 
frequency and colour of light to stir emotions in the visitors from flashing reds of anger 

to calm, soothing blue hues and energetic yellows.  
The Light sequences and colours are reflective of the art itself. The beauty of changing 

the colours of the space into single minded hues and emotions create distinctive 
photography experiences for people to take with them.



Each of the following suggestions are simple methods of amplification to draw people 
to the museum, enhance the museum experience and prolong the experience after 

they have left the museum.

At Museum After MuseumBefore Museum

Influencers: We invite artistic social 
influencers to our museum to document 

how they feel.

Social media content: We can create a wide 
range of social content using the sights and 

sounds of the art, publishing to popular 
social outlets.

News coverage of inclusive art: Enjoyable, 
inclusive art, for everyone, deserves to be 
celebrated in news, design and art blogs.

Virtual Museum: Download and experience 
the museum, without seeing the art to 

increase intrigue.

Guest composers:
Invite influential or popular musicians to 

compose and create sounds for museums 
to engage new audiences in art.

Surrounding Sounds:
We could play the museum sounds outside 

the museum to intrigue visitors to enter.

Child’s play: Create guessing or memory 
games to get young children and artists 

involved. We could ask children to interpret 
sensations before they even see the art.

Ever changing museum: The beauty 
of using digital sensations is that the 

sounds could be replaced to create new 
experiences over time.

Discover your sensation: Craft a basic 
personality test to create personalised 

sensation related to an individual.

Art shuffle: Visitors could mix senses and 
art to generate new emotions or new ways 

of looking at a common piece.

Headphone sponsor: Ask for headphone 
brands to sponsor the museum, offer 
exclusivity at the museum gift shop.

Experience Live: Hire a live musician to play 
in the museum for the visitors based on the 

art they see.

Night-time tours: Open the museum at 
night to have a truly unique experience 

without their sight.

Keep Sense: Download and take away the 
senses you love on your mobile device.

Blind painting: For a new experience, we 
could host blind painting classes for people 

to paint or draw using only their hearing.

Remixed art: We could use the sounds to 
craft new digital art, even asking people to 

craft new art from the sounds created.

Instagram Stories: Encourage social sharing 
of the art for reward.

Amplification
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We could generate sounds or vibrations using only technology by 3D scanning the art 
and creating software to translate this data into waves, I believe that the beauty of art is 

the human element and interpretation. There may be certain cases where this method is 
appropriate, but they will most likely relate to modern works.

Art Direction:

A sample of 20 people influence the sensation of each piece 
within the space. Their interpretation alongside the artists’ 

original intention forms the art direction of the soundscape, 
vibration, textural or other sensation.

Sense Creation:

We will work with experts such as sound engineers and 
composers, to generate the sensation of each piece in the 

most appropriate way creating a surprising and memorable 
experience for the visitor

Sense Experience:

Create our synaesthesia experience, for example using 
speakers throughout the space or using proxemic audio 

interfaces which detect the proximity to artwork and play 
sounds through headphones.

How can we create the 
synaesthesia experience?
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00: Discover Experience

Visitor discovers experience through 
social amplification online.

02: Enter Museum

The visitor moves through the space, 
experiencing the sensual environment 
created with synaesthesia and sharing 

on social media.

03: Repeat Experience

The visitor may like to experience 
the art again using other senses. As 

example - Offering blindfolded or 
night-time experiences.

01: Define Experience

The visitor chooses which 
experience they would like to have. 
They could choose to enter with or 

without one of their senses.

04: Social Sharing

The visitor is encouraged to 
download and keep the digital 
sensation and share with their 

social media network.

We can create an experience loop 
for the visitors.
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All three creative routes:

Are achievable within 2018.

Use technology and creativity to joyfully surprise the visitor.

Can be amplified to encourage new physical or digital connections 
between the museum and the urban space around it.

Elevate the current museum experience beyond conservation and 
preservation to create new emotional connections with visitors.

Personalize the museum visit according to the different needs of each 
visitor by enabling every visitor to have a unique experience.

Create new ways of connecting visitors and the museum before and 
after their visit by amplifying their experience, and allowing people to 

take the experience away.

Create new dialogues between the art and the visitor by crafting new 
ways of experiencing the art.

Engage millennials by providing unique experiences, and social 
amplification to be shared.

Transform the narrative and artistic languages used to describe the 
museum from viewing art to experiencing art.

Are kind to the environment. As the sensations created are digital, 
they do not need to be recycled or re-purposed, only powered using 

renewable energy.

The creative routes answer all of these points while creating no new 
art pieces, but focussing in on the emotional context of existing 

exhibitions and displays.
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Other sensual opportunities

Taste Sensations Textural Environments Temperature Experiences

Creating associated taste sensations with 
the art to enhance and dramatise the art 
itself. The flavours can be crafted to evoke 

emotional and physical response, as well as 
linking these responses to memory.

Amplification:

Sensual recipes: Craft sensual recipes for 
the visitors to re-create at home.

Artistic cooking: Host cooking classes to 
teach about crafting sensual artistic food.

By adding textural experiences to the 
floors, for example with pebbles or turf, or 

by adding textural experiences to the walls, 
we can create an entire environment based 

on evoking emotion from art.

Amplification:

Surrounding Textures: Floor textures 
flow into the surrounding areas to cause 

intrigue and generate photo opportunities.

Instagram-able spaces: Imagine walking 
into a field of bright blue grass. We could 

create amazing photography experiences.

Controlling the temperature of a space 
can immediately create an emotional 
experience and a sense of change. By 
linking the temperature to the art and 

blending with other experiences we can 
create a holistic emotional response.

Amplification:

Geographic reference: We could use 
weather data and locations to create 

parallels, for example suggesting that a 
certain sculpture feels like the weather in 

New York at 13:00 on Saturday.

Although these do not use digital media to enhance the art, we could utilise other 
sensations to create a unique experience.
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Thank you.

This is a project I am extremely passionate about. I hope you can see the 
potential in utilising the senses to enhance art. If you have any questions, 
you may contact me at:

Email: hello@kidawney.com 
Phone: 07544009592 / +1 (424) 330 5853


